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College Applications- 
When & How to Begin?



Education is a continuous process, each stage marks a significant
transition that establishes the next step. With every class
promotion, the achievement of ranks and marks also announce
another progress-significant steps towards maturity that extends
beyond understanding of academic concepts and showcases the
growth of dominant personality traits and associated areas of
interests .
College preparations indirectly start at this time, once you realise
the following-

Make a conscious attempt to contribute to society. 

Counsellor’s Chronicles

Recognise your personality traits 

Streamlined participation in extra curricular/ sports
activities.Note the skills, the participation helps to
evolve...

Maintain academic consistency, avoid fluctuating
scores.



Grade 9 subject choices is the first preliminary step,
though it has been noticed that academic selections
may change. But what remains constant and steadily
blossoms are the individual character traits and the
preferences. Cherish your individuality, it will be your
greatest asset when you step into the world of UG
applications.



Remember to collect and keep a record of all your
participation activities!

"Don't let your fear of failing triumph over
the joy of participating ."

Marilyn Monroe

University Events 
At DYPIS, Nerul, we always attempt to provide

opportunities that will empower our students to
transition smoothly into the undergraduate

domain. University visits are not restricted to
career fairs , but also include special skill training

workshops .   



On 1st  August , Atlas Skill Tech University held a
Careers in Design Information Session & Portfolio
Creation workshop. The insightful session offered a
sneak peek into the world of design and allowed
students to explore their creativity and challenge their
imagination in the workshop activity .



Professor ( Dr) Kanupriya Dhingra from OP Jindal School of
Language and Literature, member institution of OP Jindal
Global University hosted an engaging and meaningful session
on Close Principles of Reading on 12th August . The focus was
Reading and Interpretation of Literary Texts 



Alumni Talk 

Criticisms abound that school learning is rote learning, the skills and
values needed in the real world are not dealt with in the school
ecosystem.
The alumni are the best ambassadors who happily showcase the
values and ideologies that a school inspires and implements the skills
that are part of daily learning .
We hosted the first offline Alumni Expert Talk session at DYPIS, Nerul
on 2nd August .
Akila Sekar, 2016 IBDP batch, is currently a doctoral researcher in
Neurology from University College , London. She  delivered a super hit
in the session. The audience loved her reality bytes , the importance of
skills @dypisnerul and her transition. The 40 minutes session went
beyond the stipulated time and the Q&A segment extended far
beyond the 10 minutes slot.



Shyness marked my growth, I was
terrified I may go wrong and will be
judged .My teachers forced me to
participate .I gradually realised that
it is absolutely okay not to win every
time. I started to value myself when
on stage and off stage too! The
sisters of my convent taught me that
politeness and etiquette are
accessories that transform even the
most ordinary souls. to extraordinary
ones. Always flaunt them and BE
KIND ! Empathy today is a key
leadership skill.

Sunita Sinha
Subject Head -English & Career Counsellor 

Happy Reading!

Team DYPIS

Expert Advice-” Back to School”


